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Secretary Hannah Verifies ROTC Policy

'THREE MEN' TO RIDE ON SOUTH HALL TONIGHT

Need For Officers Drops;
Class Of '54 Not Affectecl

"It is the announced intention of the Department of the
Army to commission and call
to active duty all ROTC graduates of the class of 1954," the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
informed The News by letter last
week. The statement was in reply to a News editorial of Oct. 23
asking for a vertification of the
Defense Department's ROTC policies.
However, Mr. John A. Hannah,
assistant secretary for Manpower
and . Personnel, confirmed the
rumor that beginning with grad-

The complete text of Mr. Hannah's letter is on page 8.
uates of 1955 some advanced corps
students will have to serve their
two-year active duty obligation
"in other than commissioned status" before receiving their reserve commissions.
The method of selecting the
students to be commissioned at
graduation according· to the
Army's officer requirement was
not revealed by the Secretary,
but presumably it is to be a matter for the Professor of Military
Science and Tactics of each college or university to decide. A
certificate of completion of ROTC
studies will be tendered to successful cadets who are not so
commissioned, entitling them to
appointment as reserve officers
. upon release from their two-year
non-commissioned duty.
The letter said that although
it may appear at first that the
nev.r policies are not particularly
attractive to students considering
enrollment in the advanced corps,
the system was adopted as the
fairest to all draft liable young
men and as an alternative 'to reducing the size of the ROTC enrollment. Mr. Hannah said that
since the Army's need for officers
is declining and would be unpredictable even for 1955, the policy
averts the "grossly unfair" practice of entitling unnecessary
graduates to further deferment
in an inactive reserve status.
All ROTC students will be deferred, as at present, while undergoing reserve officer training
and education.

Language Groups
To Hold Pep Rally
On Friday evening, Dec. 11,
at 8: 30 the Xavier Armory will
be the scene of a p1·c-Kentucky
game pep rally and dance sponsored by the three campus language clubs. A five piece combo
will provide the music, and the
Mount, OLC, . and nurses from
Good Samaritan Hospital will be
invited.
The three co-chairmen of the
dance are Don Butler of the
French Club, Herm Wenker of
the German Club, and Dan Lavely of the Spanish Club.
Admission price will be 50
cents and cokes will be served.

Bisliop Mussio To Celebrate
Alumni Comlftu1iion Moss llere
The Xavier Fieldhouse will be the scene Sunday morning of the Second Annual Alumni Universal Communion Mass
for members of the Xavier Alumni Association. The Most
Rev. John K. Mussio, Bishop of Steubenville and Xavier
graduate of 1924, will celebrate a Pontifical Low Mass and
will preach the sermon. The Mass
begins at 9: 00 a. m.
Acting as assistants to Bishop
Mussio will be Rev: J. Peter
Buschmann, S.J., alumni moderator, and Rev. Jerome G. Lemmer, S.J. Senior Chaplain to
Bishop Mussio will be Rev. Carl
R. Steinbecker, '27. Seminarian
Robert Conway, 1949 graduate,
will serve as Chaplain. Two other
alumni seminarians will be acolytes. They are Albert Bischoff and
Edward Conlon, both of the 1949
class.
An all alumni choir under the
direction of Dr. Charles F. Wheeler will sing hymns during the
Mas_s. _The choir was recruited_ by

WCPO-TV Commended
A special vote of thanks was

offered publicly today by the De11artment of Public Relations to
Mr. Mort C. Watters, general
manager of WCPO-TV, and Mr.
Edward Weston, assistant general
manager, for provicling the time
and professional staff for televising the XU Alumni Communion Mass at 9 a. m. Sunday, Dec.
6.

Arrangements were made by
Mr. Weston with Dr. Joseph Link,
of the XU faculty, for this public
service program which will bring
the Mass and serinon by Bishop
.John K. Mussio, D.D., of Steubenville into thousands of homes in
G1·eater Cincinnati. A complete
remote crew with cameras, truck
and lighting will be installed in
the fieldhouse for the occasion.
Mr. Robert L. Otto, XU graduate and WCPO news editor, will
do the commentary.

:Many New Faces To Appear In Masque Play;
Gris111er, Sweeney, Dressen Have Principal Roles
By Bill Stieger, News Associate Editor
The Masque Society opens its 53-54 season this evening at
8:15 p. m. in the South Hall Auditorium with "Three Men on
a Horse." A rollicking comedy about the men who take the
two-dollar bets and their troubles with a phenomenal prognosticator.

Prizes Established
For Mardi Gras'
Leading Sales1nen
When the first period of the
Student Mardi Gras Raffle
Drive ends on Dec. 14, five
ambitious students will pocket
five dollar prizes for their

Bishop John K. Mussio

College'Who's Who'
To Include N anies
Of T hi1·ty Students
The names of 30 Xavier students have been submitted by the
University for inclusion in the
new edition of Who's Who in

American Colleges and Universities. Of the nominees 24 were
seniors and six juniors.
The following were nominated:
John E. Baele, Lawrence F.
Blank, William E. Braun, Paul
D. Cain, John P. Carmichael,
Michael J. Conaton, Charles J.
Consiglio, Alfred J. Cordes, Vito
D. Decarlo, Richard A. DeCorps,
Edward Evans, Frederick N.
Evans, Leo M. Grahek, Justin G.
Huber, James D. Kelly, Elmer J.
Kuntz, Thomas J. Lippert, James
C. McGrath, Robert J. Morris,
Robert J. Murray, Gerald T.
O'Neill, Lawrence R. Plageman,
James E. Powers, Thomas H.
Powers, Peter J. Randolph, G.
Logan Rapier, William H. Stieger,
William E. Sweeney, L. Lodge
Weber and Thomas A. Willke.

leadership in ticket returns as
of that date. The student from
each of the freshman, sophomore,
junior and senior classes and the
Evening Division who returns the
greatest number of sold books
dming each period will receive
a five dollar prize.
These are not the only prizes
being offered by the Raffle Committee. To the seller of the winning ticket will go $100 in cash,
and the students in each class who
make the greatest returns for the
entire raffle will receive $15.
Also, group captains will vie for
a $10 prize for the highest average group return.
In order to keep the period
prizes open to all the students,
winners will be eligible to receive
only one prize. Returns must be
made on or before the final day
in each period and they must be
made through the group captains
only.

Under the capable direction of
Mr. John G. Maupin, a cast of 13,
led by principals John Grismer,
Judy Olberding and Bill Sweeney, will cavort on the South Hall
stage for two more performances
on Saturday and Sunday.
Tickets At Bookstore
Students are reminded that tickets for the play are available at
the bookstore in return for one
of the last tickets in the student
pass book. Companion tickets are
available for 55¢ provided they
are purchased with the student
ticket.
This year's play will present
many new faces as well as the
old familiars of the Masquers. Assisting the three principals will
be Jim Dresen, Joe Smithmeyer,
Jim Brandabur, Mary Ann McCullough, Tom Mehmert, Jane
Davoran, Mel Brennan, Pat Driehaus, Dan Coletta and Bill Daley.
McDonald Directs Staging
Directing the staging operations
is Bob McDonald and an able
crew. Publicity for the show
was handled by a committee
headed by Tom Henke and Bill
Sweeney. Costumes has been put
into the charge of Elaine Stadtmiller, and Pat Gilligan and Dan
Coletta are in charge of lighting
and props respectively.

Dr. Li11k, TV Resecircli r1dviser,
Foresees Boon To Lciy Eclucation

Mr. Urberto Neely, general
manager of the Greater Cincinnati TV Education Foundation,
announced the formation of a
Program Advisory Committee for
the planning of educational TV
programs on or about March 1,
1954. Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
Xavier alumni John Schack and
dean, is a member of the Board
Gene Driscoll. Dr. Wheeler will
of Trustees and is represented on
also accompany the choir on the
the program advisory committee
organ.
by Joseph Link, Jr., who is EduThe Xavier Pershing Rifle
cational Adviser for WCPO-TV.
Company G will serve as Guard
The entire city will soon be
of Honor during the Mass. Also
surveyed with a questionnaire to
present will be two Knights of
1'he office personnel of Xavier determine the needs for schools
Malta, Mr. Neil Ahern and Mr.
have banded together in an effort and homes, adults and children
'fhomas Geoghegan, both alumni. to put a vital meaning into in the field of educational proThe Cape Corps of the Fourth Christmas greetings this year. grams. Dr. Link is chairman of
Degree Knights of Columbus will All students are invited to join the sub-committee on Research,
also be there to lend to the pag- them. In place of a Christmas which has been recently awarded
eantry. Three ceremonial trum- card exchange donations will be $500 for the survey and tabulapeters from the XU Band will made fo1· the Patna Missions. tion.
furnish special musical effects. Collection boxes have been placed
"Ultimately," said Dr. Link
The Alumni Board of Governors in the Registrar's office, the today in an exclusive interview
will serve as ushers at the Mass. Science Hall Faculty Room, the with The News, "we hope in
After the Mass members of the Dean's Office, the Assistant Dean's ' Cincinnati to do as other cities
Alumni organization will jour- Office, the Bursar's Office, the and states are doing, provide
ney to the Armory to take part Veterans' Office, the Library, the wholesome shows during the day
in a Communion Breakfast. Mr. Library Faculty Room,
the and evenings for use right in
Lee E. Oberschmidt, '18, is chair- Switchboard, the Supply Office, elementary and secondary school
man. Under his direction a tele- the Public Relations Office, the classrooms; as well as a variety
phone committee was set up to Athletic Office, the Cafeteria and of subjects for adults. Ultimately,
I am sure we will have college
South Hall.
(Continued on Pai:e 8)

X111as Spirit Seen
In Patna Donations

Dr. Joseph Link, Jr.

Predicts TV Credit Courses
classes on TV, for which you may
sign up, pay tuition, submit
assignments and tests and receive
college credit, just as any extension course now offered by approved colleges and universities.
In this way, mother at home can
continue her college education
without leaving her kitchen or
living room."
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Overlooking A Two-Leaf Moral

»

OF NOTE

T

he name of Harry Dexter White, like a tired popular song,
conveys the impression of near nausea when heard again.
But despite the ink and newsprint already appropriated to
publicizing this n.otorious spy case, we sometimes think its
lessons are completely overlooked.
Several times in the last two weeks we watched incredulously as supposedly intellectual citizens were still attempting to debunk the institution of congressional investigating
committees or to answer the Communist menace with a ridiculous, "That's for the FBI." If the testimony of J. Edgar Hoover
at the White hearing proved one thing, that one thing was that
the FBI is completely powerless to get Communists out of
government or even to warn the public of their presence. The
FBI can neither initiate grand jury action, indict nor try citizens. Nor was it ever intended to do so. Yet some misguided
individuals want this purely investigative body to be our sole
weapon against Communists in government.
The other obvious lesson of the White case· is that Congress alone remained to awaken the people to the subvergjves
who had infiltrated the high offices of our government and to
root them out as best they could. An inexplicably lax executive branch of government, including a blind or hamstrung
Justice Department, acted counter to the advice of the FBI,
and of every other responsible anti-Communist adviser, so far
as is known today. Even the New York Times, the sophisticate of· the anti-anti-Communist crusade, reversed itself last
week and admitted that the last national administration had
been grievously lax in its attitudes toward Communist infiltration into government.
What was left, then, but for the Congress to protect the
American people from the Communist menace? We are grateful that some men had the courage to undertake this task in
the face of character defamation and ridicule from powerful
opponents. Although we doubt very seriously the statement
of President Eisenhower that Communists in government
won't be an issue in the 1954 elections, we doubt not at all
that men like Harry Dexter White would still be flourishing
as traitorous bureaucrats except for the American institution
known as the congressional investigating committee.

«

Gate Of Heaven

»

was with great edification that the Catholic world rePope Pius XII's announcement of Marian Year, to
Ibe tceived
commemmorated from this month until December, 1954.

By Dick Co1tello

Beyond
The X- Horizon
By Jim Gilligan·,
I

One rather interesting theory to explain how it was that
Xavier went something l~ss than undefeated this year was
recently given this lad by a driver for the Sohio Oil Co.. who
delivers fuel for the boilers of good old Sears & Roebuck. No
doubt coach Kluska has heard many reasons from the town's

When the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception was solemnly proclaimed in December, 1854, few men foresaw that
100 years later the Christian world would be pitted against a armchair quarterbacks, but I be·
lawless world of atheism in one of the historic struggles for lieve this historical bit of analycontrol of the world mind. But the Popes and Bishops of that sis gets right down to the heart
time surely understood that by devotion to the Immaculate of the trouble.
"Ya see," the tank-driver exConception men of all future ages could grow in grace and
perfection, finding the answer to all their problems in the un- plained to me, "Back when they
ending answer of the Virgin Mary-Behold the servant of the had Chip Cain and Clem Crowe
and the rest, why Xavier was
Lord, be it done to me according to Thy word.
During this year there will be ample opportunity for Cath- real football, ya know? You take
students to increase their love and devotion "To Jesus through like now, seems to me Xavier's.
Mary." And now might be a good time to remember Christ's more for scholastic and that."
words that if we expect to be forgiven much, we must love
Obviously the fan longed for
much.
the day when boys get this book
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Obiter Dicta
By Don Hell'hamp

"Son, you'd have to get better to die." Ugh! I had entered
the Student Health Office as much for seeing the nurse as for
getting a cure for the cold. But as Burns almost said, "The
best laid plans of mice and men often go, over the gangplank."
The doc's pointed diagnosis shocked me into a sense of
reality. No longer could this feel-·
ing be attributed to a cold with
complicatious hangoveritis. No,
gone were those easy going days.
Now a dread malady had me in
its throes-dissipatio maxima plus
no hat.
Dissipatio maxima had double

crossed me. It had been with simple, childlike belief that I had
adopted this practice so that I
could effectively combat strains
frustrations and the like. What
happens? Bodily resistance is
lowered, that tired feeling be-

nonsense out' of their heads and
go to college to play good hard
football-for the day when the
Xavier coach wouldn't have to
moan to the Xavier trainer, "Ah
gee whiz Ray, golly I wish the
fellows wouldn't study so much."
But to get back to my friend
the philosophical oil driver, it
seems that he was once an outstanding boxer in the city's amateur ranks-even fought a relative of Jack Dempsey, so ·he
claims. Of course, when he was
fighting, everyone wanted to be
a relative of Jack Dempsey, but
comes prevalent and a cold is
caught. A definite blow to my
faith in Freud. Thumbs down,
Sigmund.
This no-hat business, what's
that? Give the doc a thermometer; he must be running a fever.
Does he seriously advocate the
wearing of hats by college men?
Maybe it's OK for the few, but
as a general practice. . . .
Just as I was about to swear
off the medical profession in general and this one quack in particular, the nurse agreed with him.
Could advice from such a reliable,
competent and cute an authority
be disregarded? Sooner throw out
Kinsey!
Upon investigation -the head
was found to be a veritable
"Achilles Heel" to our staying in
good health. (This is a metaphor?)
At any rate, most forms of a
chapeau can be effectively used
to give overall protection from
the thrusts of bad weather. It
seems a derby will protect the
sinus or something. If this is so,
(Continued on Pase 9)

anyway this was to be the battle
which put my friend in the oil
business.
"I was gonna turn pro see,
cause outta 20 amateur fights, I
win 16 by K.O.'s. Then after I
lay off for a while I get matched
against this guy who's a cousin
of Dempsey and what I mean he's
real good. Man, in the tenth
round I get knocked all over the
place and I already lose nine
rounds.''
Seeing that I was very impressed with the pathos of it all,
he continued.
"The only reason I win that
fight is when he shoots one over
my head and I duck and bring
one up off the floor and catch
him off balance. I lift him right
off his feet. So then Freddy Miller the CYO manager tells me I
got to learn to protect my head
before I fight again or turn pro.
I say, 'Freddy I got news for you,
I ain't gonna fight at all, I quit."
At first it might seem that the
good man was already somewhat
punchy, but then I learned that
for driving his tank-truck and
shooting the breeze, the Sohio
Oil Co. pays him $2.40 an hour
which is a good deal more than
is being paid either to yours truly
or to those darn professors who
are responsible for the ruin of
our football team ... "on accounta Xavier's more for scholastic
and that."

• • •

The PMS&T at John Carroll
U. will no doubt die a thousand
deaths if he should ever see a
copy of the pamphlet sent out by
the school's Admissions Office to
entice prep school grads to enroll
at JC. There is a picture on the
cover of three very studious
looking JC men, one of whom is
in ROTC uniform. In proper
military style; he stands at attention. c o at buttoned, brass
shined, cap at the proper angle-in fact the only thing wrong is
that his trousers are a bit short
and he is wearing white sox and
bedroom slippers.

It's a tossup as to which symphony performance got the season's biggest ovation these past
two weeks. The Helsinki University Chorus, no students they,
gave ample testimony that Finland is, musically, really "alive."
In something too seldom seen,
the Finns gave out with their
highest caliber export, Sibelius,
some other fine Finnish works,
and an encore of the Finnish Army ·Marching Song. The "novelty" of it, however, in no way detracted from the quality of the
performance.
On ·the subject of things seldom done,· Wagner returned in
force, last Friday and Saturday,
after some long absence to Cincinnati. Until such time as space
at the Summer Opera will warrant a presentation of "Die Meistersinger" or "Lohengrin," we
will have to be content with Astrid Varnay at the Symphony, I
suppose. The only discontent is
that there was not enough of her;
for here, for maybe the first time
this season, was an artist doing
superbly what she is cut out to
do.
Brunnhilde's "Immolation" from
"Gotterdamerung" and the closing aria from "Salome" were
done with more gusto than seen
in many a year in these parts.
Compare Roberta Peters' singing
of Strauss, mourning her love, in
her star spangled gown and Pepsodent smile, with Miss Varnay's
rendition of "Salome." Varnay
"dies" right there on the stage!
This is a performance in the true
sense of the word, that comes
only with a seasoned artist.
A full program of Wagner, by
the way, can be heard Wednesday in the Fine Arts Room. Most
of his operas are represented including the aforementioned "Immolation Scene" from "Gotterdamerung," this time ala Flagsted. The program can be found
elsewhere in The News.
In quite another vein, did anyone notice how more genuine a
happy feeling the Gin Bottle Five
created at the Turkey Trot, after
the inevitable conglomeration of
college and armed forces obligates? And with much less noise.
What was it about this "loud"
jazz? As for Stan Kenton's "Festival" last week, people like Gillespie, Gaillard, and Garner· were
welcome cases in a desert of
double talk. We hope Stan settles on something one of these
days and stops bottling up artists
as fine as Lee Konitz. Also, we
missed Billie Holliday's one night
stand last Wednesday, from lack
of advanced publicity. That was
a tough one to pass up.
I'm giving Borodin space again
this week. "Stranger in Paradise"
is only one of the songs from
"Kismet," (new on Broadway),
as the WHOLE SCORE was Ufted
from the Polyvltslan Dances.
Broadway music may not be what
it used to be but no one can be
this hard up for Ideas.
Vronsky and Babin, husband
and wife, and former students of
Arthur Schnabel, will perform
concertos for two pianos by Mo·
zart and Russian Nikolai Lepatnikoff. The latter will be presented
for the first time in Cincinnati.
Also included will be Mozart's
"Eine Kleine Nachtmusik," the
·overture to his "Abduction from
the Seraglio," and Leon Stein's
"Three Hassidic Dances."
I don't usually cover plays, but
I should like to congratulate OLC
on the job they did on "High
Ground." It was the best college
play done hereabouts in quite a
spell.
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DORM ·STUDENTS PLAN MASS FOR ISSELSTEIN
Auto Accident Takes Life
Of Columbus Sophon~ore
By Logan Rapier

•

3: Name The Job, Win $5.00

Tragedy struck the Xavier campus Saturday, Nov. 21, when Joseph L. Isselstein, dorm student
''·.;::::.:::::c;. from Reynolds' / burg, Ohio, was
·' .) killed in an

Dec. 8 Mass In Armory To Rementher Student;
Marks Feast Of Bfossed Virgin, Marion Year
By Toni Kerver, News Associate Editor
As a requiem for Joseph Isselstein, Xavier student who
was killed in an automobile crash the weekend before
Thanksgiving, and in celebration of the opening of Marian
year, the dormitory students of Xavier University will participate in a combination Mass and Communion breakfast at

Co1tncil Sets Snoiv
Ball For Jan. 15
Freshman and sophomore class
?~icers have started to make defmite ~lans for the annual Snow

··
.
Here is the third picture of The News' "Name the Job" contest.
John Welch with his answer of "Shoe Stock Boys" at 12:01 Friday
was first on the spot to identify picture No. 2. To be in the running
for the $5.00 prize, teH any News staff member how the Xavier
,
work er a b ove ma k es his poc k e t money and remember, you re racing
•t
1
k
I
di
t
1
ft
di
t lb ti
Th
t
t
w1 h the c o~ mme a e y a er s r u on.
e con es w1·11 conelude with picture No. 4 next week.
•

week.
A graduate of Holy Rosary High
in Columbus, Joe was a sophomore in Liberal Arts, working for
a B.S. in English degree. Burial
was from St. John's Church in
.,
Columbus Wednesday, Nov. 25.
Joe is survived by his parents and
three sisters, who live at 315 Mc.,
.,
.,
.,
Naughtes St. in Reynoldsburg, a
All the Xavier alumni running cy lowered the Bo~m" and has
suburb of Columbus.
for major political offices in apparently won the hearts of
Greater, Cincinnati were eiected Cincinnati voters. He is an attoron Nov. 2, after the smoke of the ney by profession.
recent campaign had cleared Presently working on a docU
away.
torate degree at uc; Mr. GilliThe city of Cincinnati council- gan taught until 1951 and is now
A Handful of Authors
manic election saw two Xavier on leave-of-absence from Xavier
By G. K. Chesterton University graduates, Edward N. to complete his studies. Political
One of Sheed and Ward's latest Waldvog,el '24, and Donald
observers see Gilligan as a likely
publications is this delightful C!ancy 43, re-elected for their future Charterite leader.
collection of essays on books and ~mth and. second terms res~ecOther elections in Greater. Cinwriters assembled by Dorothy tively wh~l.e at the same time cinnati were won by Xavier men
Collins.
John. J. Gilligan, who ~as an also. R. Edward Tepe '30 was reIt may well be that G. K. Ches- Enghsh pro~esso1· he~e unti! 1~51, elected mayor of Norwood; Berterton's enduring reputation will won a seat .1~ Coun~il on h1~ first nard Brung '40 was re-elected as
be . greatest as a literary critic try for po!~tl~al office. He lS the city commissioner of Covington,
. .
t"
f h' son of an X grad.
Ky.; and Al Howe '38 was elected
and th is is a co 11ec ion o
is
Mr. W aId voge1 .is.
. the senior
.
sh eri'ff of C ampb e11 C ount y,· Covfinest.
The authors treated include me~ber of Council in years of ington, Ky. The latter was a
Victor Hugo, Robert Louis Ste- service and was .ch~sen .to be- member of The Legion Of Honor
venson, Shakespeare, Mark Twain, come mayor o~ Cincmnat1 when and captain of the football team
Cervantes, Oscar Wilde, Shelley,
Council convened for the while attending Xavier.
. Thackery, Lewis Carroll, Edward first time on Dec. ~· 195~. Once
Lear Louisa M Alcott Eric Gill an ac£ount executive with the
and ~any othe;s.
'
brokerage firm of Westh~imer &
For anyone who appreciates Co., he ~as formerly president of
literature this book is a real treat. the Pettibone Co.
.
Members of the Senior Gift
-Jim Van Flandern
The youngest man ever to be Selection Committee met last
• • •
elected to Council is the proud Wednesday in • order to discuss
Tennessee Hazard
record of Mr. Clancy; two years the various proposals for this
By Maristan Chapman ag? he conducted a lively ca~- year's gift. Members of the comFor those of you who enjoyed paign based on .the ver~ a~~ropi- mittee are Dick DeCorps, chairMaristan Chapman's "Rogue's ate song (for him that lS) Clan- man, Jerry O'Neill, Jack Seeley,
March" this •brand new release
Tom Lippert, Justin Huber, Joe
will be a great event and for
Dillhoff and Jim Marquard.
those who haven't it will be a
The committee will meet again
pleasant surprise.
next :Wednesday ~o pick the m?st
It is in the year 1788, in the
pra?hcal sugg~stions. The entire
Spanish-Tennessee Conspiracy, . Now well on the way tow~rd semor class .will then choose one
that we find Tom Hazard, dedi- its goal of $150,000 for ~pe~atm~ of these suggestions in an election
cated to the proposed constitution, expen.s~s, the Gre~ter Cincinnati to be held .December. 14 and 15.
trying single-handed to save the 1:elevlSlon . Ed~cati~nal E'.oundaAny semor who wishes to offer
settlers of Franklin. In his mis- tion campaign is ~emg guide~ by any further suggestion on the
sion Tom meets dashing, scheming a .larg? sponsoring com~ttee selectio~ of .th~ gift is requested
Spaniards and several most at- which includes three prominent to turn in his ide~s to any memtractive young ladies, and also educators:
. .
her of the .committee o~ to one
has to engage in many feats of Co-chairmen are Mr. Wilham of the senior class officers by
derring-do.
H. Albers, M~'. Stanley G. McKie, Tuesday, December 8.
Set against the colorful back- and Mr. Phihp M. Meyers, all
ground of New Orleans and var- prominent ~incinnatians;
~llllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~
ious small taverns and settlel?cluded i~ the .campaign spon§
ments along the ·trail, teeming soring committe~ is the V~ry Rev. 5
NEW
======
with plot, counter plot and in- Jam~s F ..Mag';11re, president of
trigue, this is a tale of high ad- Xavier University.
.
ENGLAND
venture of love lost and finally
Dr. Claude V. Courter, Cin- •
·
=
won. '
cinnat~ publ.ic school superintenAlthough it will never rival the ~en~, lS chairman of the f?undaHAT
5
ingenious · plot of "Rogue's tlon s .eoard of trustees, with the i
!
March", it possesses the same ~t. Rev. Msgr. Carl.Ryan, super- i
u•NUF•·CTURING §=color and historical accuracy.
u~tenden.t of parochial sch?ols, as :
~
ft
-Jim Van Flandern v1ce chmrman and Carl Vitz, 818
E
Dunore Road, Clifton, as secre- i
COMPANY
•
tary-treasurer. Mr. Albers is
5
Sergeant JoJD& ROTC Staff chairman of the board's finance
5
The Reserve Officer Training committe.
Corps welcomed another addition
Contributions to the campaign
118 East Sixth Street
on November 9, Sgt. First Class can be made through Xavier
Ohi
!
Eugene Campbell, just returned University or direct to campaign
incinnati,
0
. from overseas and stationed at headquarters, 1228 Central ParkFort Meade, Maryland.
way, Cincinnati 10.
HWllllllllUlllllUllllUUUllllll.._

.

'

Ball, it was reported Monday at
Student Council meeting. The
. S
B
h' h .
da t e o f th e now a 11 , w rc is
t d 't'10 11
b th f' t
d
ra i na Y run Y e irs an
second year men has been set
f 01. J
15 '
a~uary ·
. ..
Copies of. the social calendar
fort tthe comibng yeafr were pass~d
ou o mem ers o the Council.
. t d
Th
. 1 1 d . 1
socianew
ca en
ar is a Directory,
so prm e
in ethe
Student
which will be available for distribution soon. ,

Xav•er Graduates Fare Well
John Grupenhoff announced
that the NFCCS-sponsored classes
Jn Recent c•nc•nnat•
• • • Elect•ons
•
. l' t L ·11 b egm.
m a~ iamen ary aw wi
soon after the Christmas vacation

Recent And Reid. Lie

p

9:00 a. m. next Tuesday, Dec. 8,
the ~east of the Immaculate Conception.
The Mass will take place in the
Xavier Armory and the breakfast will be served on the first
floor of the cafeteria immediately
following the Mass. Members of
the Dormitory Council will serve
. .
.
.
the breakfast of JUice,-frmt, milk,
ff
d
·
·
co ee, an rolls. Actual price is
$.45 but the Dormitory Council
. ' .
is askmg students to pay only
$.25 of this amount for the breakfast. Tickets for the breakfast
are now being distributed to dor·
C
·
·
mitory ounc1l representatives.
R ev. F rnncis
.
. T. ;oeitz,
. S .J., student co~msellor, will .say the Mass
and will speak briefly at the
breakfast. Fred
Drugan
of the
Dormitory
Council
is chairman
.
.
.
for this event. He is assisted by
Joe Burke and Jack Daley
·
-------------

and continue on a monthly basis
throughout the year.
Fresh111a11's Father Dies
A committee was also appointed Prayers are requested for the
to study several suggestions repose of the soul of the father
which have been proposed to in- of freshman Walter Brusch who
crease student interest in the diecl recently.
Mardi-Gras raffle.
---------------------------

1?·

It~ the week berore Christmas

Your money is fow,
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Senior Committ'3e
Discusses '53 Gift

City TV Education
Group Nears Goal
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Home for Christmas

by GREYHOUND
ONE· WAY
ONE-WAY
Akron ....................................$5.60
Knoxville ............................$6.30
Atlanta .................................. 9.15
Lexington ............................ 1.80
Canton .................................. 5.60
Lima ...................................... 3.45
Charleston ............................ 5.30
Louisville .............................. 2.75
Chicago .................................. 6.70
New· York ............................16.15
Cleveland ......... .... .. ............... 5.60
Parkersburg .......... ........... ... 4.35
Pittsburgh ............................ 7.10
Columbus ............................ 2.70
Detroit .................................. 6.00
St. Louis .............................. 7.30
Evansville ............................ 5.40
Toledo .................................. 5,00
Huntington .......................... 4.10
Vincennes ............................ 4.05
Indianapolis .......................... 2.70
Washington, D. c ...............12.00
Plus U. S. Tax
Bl&' EXTRA Savings on Round-trip Tickets
GREYHOUND TERMINAL

5th & Sycamore

Phone: PA 6000

GREYHOUND
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Scholastic Stars Fill Swimmer's Ranks
Gives X Added Athletic Opportunity

~

-=- .....

-

NEWS~

·~~
By Paul Cain

The reign of the gridiron king is at an end and his era not destined to return until the long warm days of spring call forth aspiring
athletes and prespiring coaches. We're not going to resurrect the
faded specter of one of the worst seasons in Xavier's athletic annals
nor hang the locker room with crepe nor even point incriminating
fingers at coaches, team, or anybody else. Certainly these two, coaches and team, were factors in the poorness of the season just as they
are in the success of a winning one, but there was one other condition which neither could control-the death of two platoon football, for which the NCAA is directly responsible.
X had been building for this past season for two years and were
prepared to play all out-one way-but when the axe fell the Muskies couldn't seem to make the switch rwith any effectiveness and
their early season ineptness seemed to turn to despondency as the
season progressed. The first squad, veterans and having the staunchness of the Kluska defensive battalions lacked the offensive scoring
punch especially in the blocking department, while the reverse was
true of the second team. Single platoon football just wasn't designed
for this year's Muskies.
We question the motives aml reasons for this sudden and drastic change in collegiate football rules especially since the great majority of coaches were against it, many states refused to make the
same change in their scholastic rules and the pros ignored it completely. With this bulk of evidence against such a move the NCAA
must have had a strong reason for making the change. To our mind
it appeared to be a change for the sake of changing, a change to
show that the NCAA still has the power to make rules even if it
doesn't have it to enforce them. After the loss of face in pushing
the subsidation cases and suspensions against even the most flagrant
offenders, the august body needed a bolster for its waning prestige,
ergo single platoon football. When a law making body ceases to
legislate for the .benefit and without the consent of its governed,
and merely to 11amper its power, it loses its function.

• • • • •

A half an hour after the last copy of the News hit the campus,
George Wieschorster accosted us with a News folded open to the
Fr. O'Brien checks the time of two of his new merman as they finish a churn across the pool.
sports page, a big fat circle around the misspelled word (municipal) Watching him are (L to R) Jules Zachetz, John Hengst, Tom O'Toole, John Enright, Buddy Ruffing
in our column and the words "Hey Paul, did you write this?" and Tom Koberna. In the pool tankers John Krosky and Dan Di Salle relax.
Photo By Marsh
George, the basketball manager, known for his intense loyalty to
Xavier athletics and strict attention to detail surely caught us off
By Bruno Woll/
base. Sorry George, but they didn't tell us that knowledge of spellMaybe Xavier University doesn't have the setting of Coring was a requisite for this .job~ • • •
al Gables' or sunny California's beaches, but that did not disA recent article in The News referred to Joe Degaro as being
unique in that he was the only member of the football squad to be
married. Joe's leatl was short Jived for Artie Hauser dived off the
tleep end last Saturday (with team mates Bob Judd and Elmer
Kuntz pushing) when he marrietl the pretty Cincy coleen, Joan Dugan. Artie, we ho11e that all your sons go to Xavier and are as big
and talented as their father. While Cain has his gossip column open
he can't fo1·get another "lamb being led to the slaughter." Eddie
Bolger of baseball fame and of the long line of Xavier Bolgers recently gave an engagement ring to Patsy Werner. There goes the
Muskie '53 infield!!!

FINAL X FOOTBALL STATISTICS
XU
fl

RESULTS
OPP.
Quantico lllarlnes .................................. 13

~ ~,~~:::r .: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :· 2~

XU
Jflfi

TEAl\I STATISTICS
OPPS.
First downs ............................... 108
Net Yards Rushing ................ 1591
Passes attempted .................... 128
Paues completed ....................
52
Percentage passes completed 40.6
Net Yards Passing .................. 1017
Passes Intercepted by ......... .
22
Punts ......................................... .
Punting average ......................
33,6

1370
HO
20
Gt!
31
:m.2
J.I
21
,,q
HI
33 7
ll
.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
63
Won 2, Lost 7, Tied 1
31i.8
INDIVIOUAL SCORING
2fi
Fumbles...................................... 23
Conversions Total
H
Own fumbles recovered ......
ll
Player
TDs Alt. Comp. Pis. 180
Yards Lost on penalties ...... 27-l
100
Yards
gained
on
penalties
..
92
.Judd, 1... nn .......................... ·I
a a 27
:J.2 Rushing offense (yards try)
3.7
Frey, RllH .......................... 3
0
O
18
Total offense (yards) ............ 2608
l'aolonl, LllB ...................... 2
fl
:l
JG 2002
~.7
Total offenH av. (yds try)
4.6
O'Leary, RHB .................... 2
0
0
12
Jllagllano, LHB .................. 1
o
o
6
RUSHING
Jochem, ................................ 1
o o
II
Alt. Yds. Avg.
FilzWIJllam, ........................ l
0
fl
6 Player
Zmysllnskl, .......................... 1
O
0
fl Judd ........................................ 123
470
S,8
SI. John, .............................. O
!I
1
1 O'Leary .................................. 108
SOii
2.8
TEAl\I .................................... O
1
0
0 Joehem .................................. 42
199
4.7
Xavier .................................. Hi 15
7
97 Frey ........................................ 4-l
188
•l.2
Opponents .......................... 26 2U 17(2)175 Paolonl .................................. 23
112
3.5
Magliano .............................. 2G
7:i
2.8
PASSING
John ................................ H
47
3.3
Player
Att. Comp. % Yds, TD& Int, St.
Zmysllnskl .......................... !Iii
211
0,11
Zmyslinskl .... 66
27
-11.0
307
2
11 Byrne .................... -..............
2
fl
4.11
Degaro ............ r,9
2a
3D.O
260
0
8 DeCorp1 ................................
'•
8
4.0
llroci<110U ...... 11
·l
36.4
rm 1
2 Brockboff ............................
1
-II -11,0
Judd ................ a
1
!13.3
30
0
1 Grace ...................................... 1
-11 -11.0
Paolonl .......... 1
0
00,0
0
0
0 Dega.ro .................................... 8
~8 -a.o
71J'll
:l
22 Xavier ........................................ 420 1370
Xavier .......... J.10
UIS 39.2
3.2
Opponents .. 128 52 40.6 1017
9
11 Opponents ................................ 433 11101
3.7
JO
6
J.t

Louisville ..................................................
Cincinnati ..................................................
Boston College ........................................
Villanova ....................................................
John Carroll ............................................

g ~~~~~~n~~.~~

13

l~

Boivling League Schedule Announced
The Xavier Bowling League
made its initial appearance at
Stone's Bowling Alleys Nov. 20.
Eight teams rolled to start match
play with several more teams expected to join this week.
The Windy City Four, Stalag
"17", and The Dead End Kids led
the league with perfect records.
The City, Four beat the Fighting
Irishmen, 1867-1422. Stalag "17"
downed team "7" 1670-1539 while
The Dead End Kids romped over
The Four Aces 1619-1397. Although The Backwoods Four beat

The Phantoms in total pins 14721436, they could only manage to
win two games. Dan McLaughlin
bowled a 141 in the third game
to provide the. margin for The
Phantoms only victory.
Today's Schedule
The Phantoms, 1-2 vs. Stalag
"17", 3-0
Backwoods Four, 2-1 vs. Team
"7", 0-3
Windy City Four. 3-0, vs. Dead
End Kids, 0-3
Fighting Irishmen, 0-3 vs. The
Four Aces, 0-3

courage students of Xavier from striving for and obtaining
reactivation of the school's swimming team. "It was found,
said team coach and moderator Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.,
"that after several of the boys
expressed their desire to start a Xavier a strong combination in
swimming team, many other stu- the breast stroke.
dents became interested in the
Dan Di Salle, who swam for
idea."
Catholic Central in Toledo and
After its first month of prac- the Libby Pool Group in the
tice, the team is set for its open- AAU, is one of Father O'Brien's
ing match of the season Dec. 5 back stroke men. With him is
against the Richmond, Ind. AAU freshman Dan Shannon, winner
team. One other meet has already of the District Individual Medley
been scheduled, against Loyola of Championship last year while at
Chicago on Feb. 13. Al Stephen, St. X High downtown.
Xavier Athletic Director, said
Father O'Brien places his hopes
that he had six or eight more in diving upon the style and timmatches lined up for the team, ing of Jim Perry, a Fenwick High
but final arrangements for these of Chicago graduate, and of Tom Tom Koberna and John Hengst
came to Xavier after four years
at St. Ignatius in Cleveland.
Hank Rohs was District Sprint
Champion at St. Xavier High in
Cincinnati, and Don Isphording
was a star there also. John Enright is a graduate of Fenwick
High School, where he was part
of a championship team.
Certainly Xavier has a team
with a fine swimming background; with plenty of hard work,
the boys may develop into one of
the strongest, as well as one of
the newest, teams in the state.

X Trounces Union,
O'Connell .Injured
L to R, Dan Di Salle, Tom Koberna, Bob Welch move off to a
The X hoopmen scored a '7'7-51
backstroke start at the Norwoo1l YMCA Pool.
Photo by Bodnar win over Union College in their
opener last Wednesday. Capt.
meets wene not as yet completed. Stadtmiller, who prepped at Pur- Bobby Heim led the Xavier scorThe team itself is composed of cell.
m ers with 18 points. Close behind
fifteen enthusiastic and hardXavier has nine good men was sophomore center Dave pf.
working young men, who are ready for the free style events. ontek with 17 points. Other Muscaptained by Tom O'Toole. Tom Dave O'Toole, brother of the kies scoring were Dick Schnelder
was a star swimmer at St. Xav- team captain, was the Kentucky and Chuck Hofmann, who poured
ier in Louisville, where he won AAU Junior Champion. Bud Ruf- through 10 apiece. Trosper was
the Kentucky State Individual fing was a member of the relay high for Union with 10 points.
Medley Championship. He and team at St. Charles in Columbus
Guard Jim O'Connell broke his
senior Frank Nieman, ex-Bacon that won the Ohio State Cham- left arm during the third quarter
man and fine swimmer for the pionship. Tony Nebioso and Bob of the game and will be out ID·
Coca Cola people, should give Welch are also from St. Charles. definitely.
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Baele, Magliana Receive
Top Awards At Banquet
Dinner Honors Griclclers
Legion Of Honor Merited

By Logan Rapier
l{ENT STATE. HANOVER TO football
Congratulations are in order for two members of the Xavier
team, one a member who has completed his eligibility and
The annual banquet given in
the other who will lead next year's edition of the Musketeers. John
the honor of the football team MEET MUSl{ETEERS NEXT
Baele received the highest honor that can be achieved by a Xavier
upon the completion of the sea/

team's average Height is only 6-1.
By ltlel Brennan
son, held last Tuesday at the SinWith one game already under
The Muskies have only one reton Hotel, was the occasion of the
awarding of letters, and the nam- their belts, the 1953-54 edition of turning regular in Bob Heim.
ing of John Baele to the Legion the Xavier Musketeers basket- Heim is a 6-2 forward and capball team plays two breathers tain of this year's team. Sophabefore taking on their first real
strong team, Kentucky, at the
Cincinnati Gardens December 12. WISH TO SEE KENTUCKY?
Athletic Director, Al Stephan,
The Muskies play host to Kent
State and Hanover in the Xavier announced this week tlmt all stuFieldhouse Saturday and Thurs- <lents will be requirecl to have
day respectively.
their pass book coupons exThis will be the first meeting changed for reserved seat tickets
with Kent State since 1951 when in order to attend those home
X won 74-47. The Golden Flashes, games (ICentucky, both UC, and
coached by Clarence "Bud" Haerr, Dayton) which are to be played
had a 7-15 record last year scor- at the Cincinnati Gardens.
ing 1627 points while opponents
Students were warne<l that exput 1704 points through the nets.
changes are to be made at the
This year's team plays mostly
ticket office up to the noon of the
Mid-American Conference schools
day prior to that of the game and
of which they are a member. Last
season, the Staters played UC positively no later. Therefore, the
last day for the ticket exchange
twice beating them once 72-66.
The Red and Blue of Hanover (which also applies to the comCollege, a team that won 9 out of panion tickets) for the Kentucky
23 games last year, are led by game on S~turday, Dec. 12 is 12
John Baele
Captain Joe Landis, a 6-4 forward noon on Friday, Dec. 11.
of Honor and Lou Magliano to 1 and tallest man on the squad.
the captaincy of the '54 Muske-1 Last year X beat Hanover 90-49 mores dominate the squad with
teers.
for one of their most convincing five out of ten members and at
· John Baele, co-captain of this victories. His teammates are Har- least three, Dave Piontek, Jim
year's football team and the All- ry Federspill, 6-0 at the other O'Connell and Lou Vonderbrink
1
Catholic, All-American tackle on forward, Dave Johnson, 6-0 at are probable starters. Head Coach
1
the Brooklyn Tablet team for the center, Walt LaFeber, 6-2 and Neel Wulk is on the doubtful side
past two years, was selected as Mike Hennegan, 5-8 at guards. seeing "no depth, no good height,
the 53rd recipient of the Legion Hanover has the same problem and a lot of ifs since X depends
of Honor. Baele was chosen for as X does in lack of height. The so much on the sophs."
this highest award in X a v i e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - football because he was, in ~he.
words of the Jesuit author-priest I
'
Fr. Francis Finn, the initiator of·
the honor, "outstanding in footBy Jolin Haley
ball achievement, loyalty to the
A
small
crowd
of
only 2000 people braved the rain last
University and team, and pos-

MUSl{ETEERS FLYERS BATTLE TO
SCORELESS TIE IN GRID FINALE
week to watch the 1953 edition of the Xavier Musketeers
end their season by tying the Dayton Flyers 0-0. The
presence of bad weather, along with a muddy field kept the
play on the ground, and marred the game with fumbles,

which cost both teams touchdowns. This last game gave the
Muskies a record of 2-7-1 for the
year.
Xavier won the toss and elected
to receive. In the first series of
'plays the Muskies drove from
their 45 to the Dayton 36 only
to lose the ball on downs. Late
in the second quarter the Musketeers carried the ball from their
own 46 to the Dayton 6 only to
lose the pigskin on downs again.
Then the Flyers, led. by Jelic and
Guido, drove from their own 26
to the X 27, stopped only when
Martin's fumble was recovered by
Chuck Kirkhoif. Late in the secLou MaKliano
ond quarter Guido returned one
sessor of courage and character." of Norm Zmysli.nski's punts 67
The award which numbers in, ~ards to the Xavier 38, but Xav't ranks such prominent Xavier ier held as the half ended.
:USen as Walter Schmidt·, 03 , ~ark
Early in the third quarter after
Schmidt '26, Dan Tehan '27, John the Muskies advanced the ball to
Wiethe and Cole Willging '33,
Leo Sack '35, Ed Kluska '39,
Charles Lavelle '41, Chet Mutryn
For
'42, Tito Carinci '51, and Frank
Fellerhoff '52, will be presented
GOOD TASTE
by another Legion of Honor man,
Al Howe, co-captain of the '38
GOOD HEALTH
team and the recently elected
Sheriff of Campbell county, Kentucky.
Lou Magliano, junior fullback,
was elected as the captain of next
year's football team. The stocky
back who came to Xavier from
Purcell High School after winning four football letters, was
awarded a varsity X for his play
at the linebacker spot in 1952.
The Bond Hill boy, to be graduated in June, 1955 with a Bachel-

·••<•-• I

the Dayton 10, Frey and Magliano
carried for five between them,
and Judd carried over tackle
for four. On the next play the ball
was jarred from Judd's hand and
was recovered by Spoerl, ending
the last scoring threat by either
team.
The game was played on even
terms all the way with both
teams getting 8 first downs, although the Muskies outgained the
Flyers 143 to 141 yards. Norm
Zmyslinski, who played good ball
all year for Xavier, ended the
year with a 39.5 punting average.
Co-Captain John Baele led the
Xavier forward wall as he has
done all season and Bob Judd
and Len Frey were the leading
ground gainers for the Muskies,
while Jelic and Guido paced the
Flyers.

• • • • •

The election of Lou Magliano as captain of next year's Musketeers gave the Muskies a leader who doesn't know the meaning
of the word quit. "Little Lou" who took over the first string fullback job during the latter part of the season has turned in a good
job at any position that Coach Ed Kluska has asked him to perform.
If the 1953 footballers can absorb half of the fighting heart of Lou
Magliano they should do well next year.

• • • • •

The basketballers of Coach Ned Wulk sboul<l by this time have
one victory under their belts, having met Union College Jast Wedncs1lay night. Much has been saiil in the past few weeks of the Muskies' chances this season. This year's team will be one of the smallest
squads that has performed fol' X the past few years, both in height
aml depth. The ambitious Musketeers will have to rely on Dave
Piontek and Chuck Hofmann for their height under the the boards.
This could be a thorn in the side of the Muskies when they come up
against tall teams like Louisville, Dayton, aml Western Kentucky.

• • • • •

The Muskies' greatest asset will be their speed, which has become a necessity for a player here at Xavier, since Neel Wulk has
taken over the reins as head coach. The squad should be able to run
with any in the country.

• • • • •

This will mark the first time in many a year that three sophomores have been in Xavier's starting lineup. Dave Piontek, Jim O'Connell aml Lou Vonderbrink will be the second year men that will
probably make or break this year's team.

• • • • •

Another thing that the Muskies will have to overcome this year
is the jinx that has followed· them on the road the past couple of
seasons. The Musk'etecrs have won only three games away from the
friendly confines of Memorial Fieldhouse and the Cincinnati Gardens. These victories were over Beloit, Miami, and John Carroll.

• • • • •

In The News of Nov. 20 the sports page was turned in the same
direction as the rest of the paper. The editors of The News would
appreciate comments from the student body as to which they like
the best.
·

• • • • •

In next week's issue I plan to devote this column to commenting
on the article in Sign magazine regarding football in Catholic universities and why they will probably drop football.

REX DALE

AD lllclepeadallt lln• IHI

TED KLUSZEWSKI
Cincinnati Reds
All Star home
run leader

STAN KENTON
Internationally
famous orchestra
conductor

Popular WCKY
disc jockey, whose
show emanates from
Max's every Friday
afternoon 4:30 to 5:00

ICE CREAM and MILK

(ConUnued on Page 6)

football player when he was elected to t)1e Legion of Honor. None
deserves it as much as John who turned in a creditable job during
the past season as co-captain of the Musketeers.

11~
TANKER Jacket
Beautiful flannel in pastel
shades of powder blue, toast,
cove gray, jewel green, and
navy. Student sizes 36 to 46.
Full-cut shoulders for new
freedom of movement. Exclusive new inside fly front. $12.95

WE

DRESS
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STARS
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Prof Picks Bible As Greatest
In Desert Island Selections
By Toin Cannon

Bisliop To Offer
Alumni Mass Here PRIZES!

(Continued from Page 1)
contact all local alumni.
Members of the Xavier Sodality wm decorate the Armory for
the breakfast and will also serve
the attending alumni. The staff
of the Sheraton Gibson Hotel will
cook.
The purpose of the breakfast
will be commemoration of the
25th anniversary of the death of
Rev. Francis J. Finn, S.J., originator of the term "Musketeer"
and founder of Xavier's Legion
of Honor. Fr. Finn is also remembered for his numerous
books of youth. Mr. Harry J. Gilligan, a 1912 graduate and a close
friend of Fr. Finn, will be principal speaker.
At the same time the Cincinnati Mass is being celebrated by
Bishop Mussio, 17 other cities~~=~~~~=~~==~=~~=~==~~~~~~~~

will commit myself to this extent.
Unin·habited desert islands still I will name the books that I, perexist. The possibility also exists sonally, would enjoy having with
that someone may someday be me were I in such a situation."
stranded thereon and that there Dr. Wheeler then named The
are a few people left who enjoy Bible as his first choice, followed
reading.
by the Complete Works of ShakeKeeping these premises in speare, second, and the Complete
mind, we resurrected an age old Works of Ben Jonson, third.
question and directed it to a sig- Fourth choice was St. Thomas'
nificant personage: "If you had Summa Theologica, and :fifth was
your choice, which five books the Complete Works of G. K.
would you choose if you were Chesterton.
stranded on a desert island?" Af- "The Bible," said Dr. Wheeler,
ter much eyebrow raising, Dr. "was my first choice because it
Charles F. Wheeler, Chairman of is the recorded word of God. All
the XU English Department, of- other books are secondary. Befered a reply.
sides recounting the life and
"To take five books," he said, teachings of Christ, it is also a
"and declare that they: are the precise example of the literary
greatest would result .in a flood art."
of evidence from other authoriShakespeare .was his second
ties testifying to the contrary. I choice because, as he said it, no
one has risen above him as a
dramatist. The works of Jonson
are of great interest to the English department head since it was special message which will be
on them that he did his doctoral played back at each of these local
(Continued from Page 5)
dissertation. St. Thomas was Mass - breakfasts. Nine Jesuit
orate in Science, has a running chosen because it is a book that members of the faculty will repmate in the person of his brother, requires thought and contempla- resent the University at the larPhil, a regular guard with this tion in order to obtain its full ger and more important alumni
centers.
year's freshman team.
meaning.
Coach Ed Kluska, Red Lavelle, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ny Frey, Chuck Kirkhoff, and
Neal Loughran.
SOPHOMORES-Gene Jochem,
Bob Monahan, Charlie O'Leary,
Gino Paoloni, Bob Salancy, Jim
Schwartz, Don St. John, Bob
Sturgeon, Francis Sweeney, Bob
Toth, Don Turney, and Norm
Zmyslinski.
Coaches Bob Finnel and Frank
Domanico awarded numerals to
the following Freshmen: Dave
Antrobius, Frank Bachman, Jack
Baumann, Roger Bertoia, Fritz
Bolte, Frank Bozzo, Don Currens,
Jerry Fuller, Bob Glasscock, Ron
Hager, Pat Hanlon, Jim Hannon,
Chu<!k Heyd, Bob Huttman, Dave
Josephic, Steve Junker, Dale
Keeler, Bob Konkoly, Tom Kroth,
Phil Magliano, Terry Malone,
Tom McAuliffe, Bill McCloskey,
Bill Muehlenkamp, Ray Olliges,
Joe Polich, Bob Rebholz, Bill
Thole, Dave Wagner, Fred White,
and Steve Yaros.

Gaze Into Your

CRYSTAL BALL

(Basl\.ethall, That Is!)

Predict Scores Of Tbe Nation's Top
Basketball Games

PRIZES WEEKLY

BEGINNING NEXT WEEK IN

Xavier University News

~f~~~;:;.~~S~fi~~ r~

Baele, Magliano
Honored At Dinner

and Bill Smyth awarded Varsity
letters to:
SENIORS-Co-capt. John Baele,
Bob Judd, Jack Byrne, Dick DeCorps, Joe Degaro, Dick Grace,
Artie Hauser, Dick Huxel, Chuck
Jaworski, Leo Knoll, Buck Motz,
and Tom Powers.
JUNIORS-Captain. elect Lou
Magliano, Jack FitzWilliam, Len-

CONTEST!
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Fine Leathers, Inlays·' Gi.ld
B 00k S Jn L l•brary C0 lleCtlOn
•

Occasionally the Library has on
display some of its books which
are valued for their bindings.
Among them are several examples
of fine bindings in leather with
inlays of different colored leathers.
One is a copy of Dickens' Christmas Carol, bound in green crushed
levant morocco, with the two
small dancing figures of Mr. and
Mrs. Fezzlwig made with gay
colored inlay.
The gold border was designed
especially to fit the contents, with
a sprig of holly in each corner
and a spray of misteloe hanging
from the top center.
A. copy of Days ·with Sir Roger
de Coverly is beautiful in its sim-

,
Another book, a privately prepared and printed biographical
sketch of George H. Backer, is
beautifully inlaid with red on
da1·k blue morocco, stamped with
gold leaf. The covers are lined
with red morocco, with white inlay and gold stamping. The end
papers are covered with silk moire.
Less fine, but appropriately bound
in horsehide, is a book about
horses, by Dan Muller.

Accountants To Meet

The Accounting Society announces its December meeting for
next Wednesday evening. The
guest will be Mr. Harry Sonkin,
CPA and Partner, Alexander
i~~~Z· c~:r fi~e ~:~~~~~:d g~~~~ Grant & Co. His subject will be
with a double-line border or gold on the opportunities in the acand the gold letters of the title. counting field. All accounting
The spine is mm·e lavishly deco-s"'."t_u_d_e_n_ts_a_n_d_v_is_i_to_i_·s_m_a_y_a_tt_e_n_d.
rated and the gilded edges of the
book are so smooth as to appear as
a solid sheet of metal.
Vellum has been used to bind
a copy of Goldsmith's She Stoops
to Conquer, and is elaborately
stamped with goldleaf. The book
is slightly over 10 by 12 inches.

Varsity, Frosh Basketball Roster

Get Home Sooner and Surer. Weather and holiday traffic delays
can't cut vacation time. The train trip with your crowd is part of
the fun, too. So are those swell dining car meals! And you can
safely stretch vacation's end to the very last party, yet still get
back to school on time!
Save 25% of the Coach Fare by traveling home and back with
two or more friends on Group Economy Plan Tickets. They're good
on trips of 100 miles or more. Gather a group of 25 or more and
you can each save 28o/o traveling long-distance together on the same
train ... then, returning as a group or individually.
Consult Your Local Railroad Ticket Agent Well in Advance
of Departure Date for Detailed Information

EASTERN RAILROADS
<·------·--·-·-.,··· -;=:=================::::::::======:J. Paul Sheedy* Switcl1ed

Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*

I
I
LTD. I

XAVIER'S 1953-54 BASKETBALL ROSTER
HEAD COACH: Ned Wulk, LaCrosse '42
STUDENT MANAGER: George Weischorster, Xavier '54
No. PLAYER
POS. Ht. Wt. Age Class Hometown-High School
25 Cahill, Jack .......... G 6-0 163 20 Soph. Erlanger, Ky. St. Henry
606 Vine St.
42 DeBoor, Matt ..... ,.. F 6-2 198 20 Jr ......... Lexington, Ky., Latin
44 Heim, Bob (Capt.) F 6-2 163 22 Sr..... Newport, Ky., Catholic
PArkwny 7345
43 Hofmann, Chuck F-C 6-5 195 21 Jr ..... Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
41 Margerum, Paul .. G 6-0 172 21 Sr ................. Monroe, 0., High
21 Mitchell, Tom .... F-C 6-6 197 20 Jr................. Cincinnati, Elder J.-C~..-C~te911~1~1-.CI~
24 O'Connell, Jim .... G 6-1 163 19 Soph ... Cincinnati, St. Xavier
32 Piontek, Dave ...... C 6-5 210 19 Soph ... Pittsburgh, Pa., Bethel
22 Schneider, Dick .... F 6-3 194 20 Soph ......... Cincinnati, Purcell
34 Vomlerbrink, Lou G 5-10 167 19 Soph. Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
XAVIER'S FRESHMAN BASKETBALL ROSTER (53-54)
HEAD COACH: Jim Bunning, Xavier '53
STUDENT MANAGER: John Haley, Xavier '57
POS. Ht. Wt. Age
Hometown-High School
No. PLAYER
10 Albrinck, John .. F-C 6-5 195 18 .......... Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
5 Boothe, Jim .......... G 5-8 142 18 .................... Dayton, Ky., High
9 Cecere, Al .............. F 6-2 188 23 .............. Hamilton, 0., Catholic
14 Heath, Joe ............ G 6-0 173 18 ........ Lafayette, Ind., ·Jefferson Dance in Air-Filtered Comfort
3 Kelly, Jay ............ F-C 6-5 198 17 .................. :. Joliet, Ill., Catholic On Cincy's Largest, Finest Floor
11 Kern, Jerry ............ F 6-3 180 18 ............ Newport, Ky., Catholic
4 McDevitt, Tom .... G 5-11166 18 .................... Cincinnati, Purcell
19 Miller, Tom .......... F 6-3 173 19 ......... Columbus, O., St. Charles
and His Orebe1tra
17 Moher, John ........ F 6-2 176 18 .................... Cincinnati, Purcell
15 Spalding, Leri ...... C 6-7 189 18 ............ Springfield, Ky., High
SATURDAY EVENING
6 Talbott, Jim .......... F 6-1 184 18 .... Bardstown, Ky., St. Joseph
7 Veith, Bill ............ G 6-0 172 19 ...... Louisville, Ky., St. Xavier RESERVATIONS, CH 3086
I White, Bert ............ G 5-11 141 18 ........ Cincinnati, 0., St. Xavier

LANDEN,

lo Wild1·oot Cream-Oil

I
I

WALLY GINGER

Here'• a sad cotton talc: poor Paul was in a stew about his hare uncil his paw
wrote: "I car you got a bun on because your girl left }'Ou. Now;leccuce look at
che brc'r faces. To gee in on che bunny huggin', smart rabbits foot it down to
any toiler goods counter for Wildroot Cream-Oil, America's
biggest-selling hare conic. So fuzz thing tomorrow, invest 29i.'
in a bottle or handy tube. Contains soothing Lanolin. Nonalcoholic. Grooms the hare. Relieves annoying dryness. Removes loose, ugly dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail
Test," Sheedy cried Wildroot Cream-Oil and now he's a jump
ahead of every Tom, Dick and Hacvc)'. So what're you waiting fur? Get Wildroot Cream·Oil today, am/ ask for \'V'ildrooc
at your barber's, You're bound to like it!

*of I 3 I So. flflrl'is Hill Rd,, ll"'illia111s1'i//e, N. l'.

Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.
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high school boy, but with the aid
of a delightful girl named Libby
Dean, his spirited try is pretty
well received. Others worth mention were Beverly McFadden, in
the role of Geraldine, and Dave
Mallen, who got some of the
show's best laughs as an unscrupulous antique dealer. There
were still more including eight
quite lovely chorus girls, beautifully costumed, whose efforts, I
am sure, were all their best.
Indeed, in all justice, I don't
suppose there could have been a
better performance of "Little
Jessie James" than there was
Monday night. Those players had
their hearts and.souls probably a
great deal of their bread and butter in it. Their faces, when the
curtain came bp for their one and
only call, showecl how hard .~hey
h~d worked to be good. It is a
pity, really, that they had nothing to work with.

D·OWN FRONT
By Mayo Maha
----------------------------

Monday night at the Taft Theater, a revival called "Little
Jessie James" made its first appearance on the boards since
the days of Flaming Youth. I suppose, without radio or TV,
the people of that era were more easily satisfied than we,
but still and all I can't believe that "Little Jessie James"
did anything to make the Roartury), Jessie tries valiantly to. be
ing Twenties roar.
a wicked little old play and sueIn any case, there weren't any ceeds in being, as a bystander put
roars 1-Uonday night, and not even it, "strictly vanilla."
the usual allotment of chuckles.
The melodies are pretty, and
One got the impression, as he left melodius, but only one (the one
the theater, that in spite of all ft ff th
) ill
k
ma e
the fine efforts, "Little Jessie 1e 0 • e program w
you whistle on your way out of
James" had laid an egg that was the
theater. It's called "I Love
far from golden.
You" and astute moviegoers may
Th e P1ay off ered , rath er th an remember it as sung by Animal
· htl y, mo d ern musica
· 1 com- in the recent hit "Stalag 17."
a sprig
edy, a dull farce-mechanical, Otherwise, there are a few catchy
contrived, trite, and dated. Every novelty tunes ("I Just Want to
·
·
1ine, except t h e jury-rigged lyrics Make Friends," "Teach Me to
of a few songs and the excruci- Dance''), a nicely sung number
t" l
f
t
. 1
t me Y
a"D
t "ime Y11 re erences f ·to called "Quiet Afternoon," and
ragne , sme s every one o 1 s some less noteworthy tries. Danthirty years of age.
cing is good but not spectacular,
The scene of the story (there and even after a rousing Charlesis only one set) is a New Yorj{ ton for a finale the disgruntled
apartment that looks like a mid- theatergoer may think it poor rewestern home. The characters are compense for an evening of
sophisticated (?) Manhattanites warmed-over cliches.
If little can be said for the play,
(also: two Texans) whose dialect
is more Corn Belt than Park Av- much can be said for its cast.
enue. The unchanging scene and Mimi Kelly, who brought freshstiffly drawn "types" are the ness, vitality, and a sparkling
kind you see on television's "late personality to the role of Jessie,
night movies." And so is the ac- deserves a far better vehicle.
tion, which takes two or three Mitchell Gregg, the Adonis she
sets of principals in and out of catches, has a fine, rich voice to
bedrooms, terraces, and rollaway compensate for his slightly woodbeds in a mad (but not very mer- en acting.
ry) chase. In situations that were There's a fellow named Jack
old when Plautus used them in Mann, with an uncomfortable rehis farces, and worn out by the semblance to Snooky Lanson,
time Farquhar used them in whose portrayal of a Gotham
"Beaux Stratagem" (17th cen- rake has all the savoir faire of a

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:
Good bet for the weekend:
"Three Men on a Horse," our own
Masque Society's production (see
front page), which will be here
Friday, Saturday, and Sund
ay
evenings.
• • •
The Guild Theater, and its new
compatriot, the Terminal Theater, bring back "The Red Shoes"
starting today. This is the fabulous ballet picture, in Technicolor, that rocketed Moira Shearer to stardom. Definitely recommended.
• • *
The Art Museum's offering
next Tuesday is the rousing sea
adventure, "Mutiny on the Bounty," starring Charles Laughton in
his famous role of Captain Bligh,
with Clark Gable as the mutinous
Mr. Christian. Much entertainment, free.
• • •
Walnut Hills High School puts
on Will Shakespeare's "Comedy
of Errors" tonight at 8:00. Might
be of interest to Shakespeare
fans.

PAGE SEVEN

Great Lakes Recru:t Lea.rns
Ups And_ Do'WRS Of H ouie Life
11

This true life story is reprinted barrel struck him on the right
from the Great Lakes News, a shoulder as it passed, dislocating
his arm. As the barrel hit the
U. S. Navy publication:
The following account of an ground and Davis hit his head on
accident suffered by recruit Rod the pulley block, the bottom of
the barrel fell out spilling the
Davis of Co. 104, shows how not contents.
to defy the law of gravity.
Davis, now heavier than the
Three days before he was to
barrel,
started down from the top
report to Great Lakes, lightning
struck the silo on the Davis farm of the silo, the barrel went up,
damaging the top of the struc- and once again the two collided
ture to the extent that immediate causing a dislocation of Davis'
left arm.
repair was necessary.
When Davis hit the ground, he
Rigging a block and tackle at was knocked unconscious and rethe top of the silo, Davis hauled leased his grip on the hoist rope.
up bricks and mortar and re- Down came the barrel again,
paired the damage. After com- landing on Davis and breaking
pleting the job, Davis climbed his ankle.
down the silo and prepared to
Davis recovered after a period
lower the damaged pieces of the
silo and excess repair materials of time and is now experiencing
the ups and downs of Navy life.
in a barrel. During the few seconds that followed Davis must
h ave f elt some th'mg l'k
1 e t h e cross $270 Collected By Seni"ors
between a Yo-Yo and a punching
Seni·or· cl as s presi'dent J'im
bag.
Powers announced with pleasure
As he began to lower the bar- the results of the first collection
rel, the wei'ght of the load Ii"fted peri"od for the S n'10 r Clas R
e
s ehim off the ground and before he memberance Fund. $270.00 of the
realized it, he was too high to $1700.00 worth of pledges, have
release his grip. The descending thus far been collected.
----------------------------

~=~~=~=~~=~~~==~~
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Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
WOodburn 2474

656 East McMillan

I

How.the stars
got started
LIZABETH SCOTT says: "I
got my theatrical training in the
school of hard knocks. Summer
stock first. Once I sat for 7 months
as an understudy. I stuck it out studied, posed for fashion pictures.
Then, signed for a tiny film part,
I was switched to leading lady.
My career had begun!"
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I CHANGED TO CAMELS
BECAUSE IN EVERY WAY
11-4EY ~UIT MY TASTE BETI"ER
THAN OTl-4ER CIGARETTES l'VE
TRIED. I SUGGEST"
YOU TRY CAMELS!

~AMEIS

:.~·

0
~

v···

Start
smoking
Camels
yourselfl
Smoke only Camels for 30
days and find out why
Camels are first in mild·
ness, ftavor and popularity!
Sec how much pure pleasure
a cigarette can gh·e you I

PGREE wrru MORE PEOPl.E

IHAN ANY OTl-IER.. crGAR.ETTE !
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Complete Text Of Mr. Hannah's Letter Wheeler To Hold Conference

For English Contest Hopefuls

To the Editor:
first course would have had ser-. While it may appear at the
This is in reply to your letter ious far reaching ill effects upon first glance that the present polof 19 October 1953 in which you the future of our reserve com- icies are not particularly attracA writer's conference for students interested in entering
requested information relative to ponents, institutions, and indivi- tive to stu~ents contemplating the Jesuit Inter-collegiate English Contest, who are not al·
College ROTC programs.
dual~. The seco~d cours.e. would enrollment i~ ~he adva~ced ready working with an adviser, will be held next Monday
For the moment, it i! not an- provide for officer trammg to course, an obJective reexamma.
. R
D , Ch l F Wh l
h .
. .
oom 2 0. I.
ares .
ee er, c all't1c1pated
that there w1·11 b e any continue• allow students to com- tion in light of the i'nformati"on afternoon at 1.30 m
.
to attend
· ch an ges in
· the policy gov- plete their college education with- above should convince them that man of the English department,
ma3or
. urged students
.
erning the ROTC programs. The out fear of interruption by induc- there are still many advantages.
•
~mce the deadl~ne, Jan. 6, 1954,
present policy with respect to tion, and be in consonance with
To Ease Minds
is fast approaching. .
.
The contest,.for which pr~es of
commissioning and active service the intent of the Selective Seru on
raduation was adopted vice Law by insuring equality of It is ?oped that upon. your
ODY
0
$50, $20, $15, .$10 and $5 will be
P
g
.
treatment amon all draft liable presentation of the foregoing to
.
awarded, requires a critical reonly after extensive study. It was
g
.
.
the students of Xavier University Washington, D. C.-(IP)-An old .
. 1500
ds
1
1
1
desired to develop methods of ac- young menh .i\ccord~ngly it w~s they will better understand the procedure has been revived to ;~~:g ~he sig:~~can:: ~ss~:~ ;
commodating the ROTC enroll- felt that t e . secon. hcouhrsel o - current ROTC policies and look produce something in the teach- five books in the light of present
· a manner of the greatest fered. a .solution wit t e east
.
·
0 f L a t"m a t G eorge was h"mg- day problems
men t 111
d to the future with
·considerably mg
The books are11
all
consideration
possible
impact
to
a
concerne
·
1
h
·
ton
University
Termed
the
'
..
ossible
over
P
.
ess appre ension.
·
Newman's The Present Position
~nder existing unsettled condiOfficers Needed In '54
Sincerely yours, "pony-expr~ss" n;iethod by ~r. of Catholics in England; Drucker's.
hons.
With regard to the immediate
J0h A H
h John Francis Latimer, executive The New Society Gardiner's
Neecl for Officers Reduced
future, it is the announcell intenn · anna officer of the U~iversity's De- Norms for the Novei, Paton's Too
Uncler current policy it is pos- tion of the Department of the
partment of Classical Languages, Late the Phalarope and Chamsible for ROTC students to com- Army to commission and call to Novice Philops To Travel the procedure involves the use of ber's Thomas More.
plete their college work and active duty all ROTC graduates To OLC For First Tourney English and. Latin versions of · Xavier is competing with
ROTC training. Inasmuch as the of the class of 1954. Since it is
The first novice debate tour- Modern Lati~ Aut?ors (500 to Creighton, John Carroll, Loyola,
active forces requirements for of- difficult at this time, to deter- nament of the year will be held 1500 A.D.) mcludmg Erasmus Marque~te, Regis, Rockhurst, St.
ficers have been reduced, only mine the strength which will be at Our Lady of Cincinnati College and Geoffrey of Monmouth.
Louis and Detroit Jesuit colleges
The Latin "pony" which is the and universities. Al~ _full-time
such numbers of graduates as can authorized for the Army in fiscal Sunday afternoon, Dec. 6. Freshbe utilized on active duty will be year 1955 as weH as their con· man Philopedians Bill Glueck, English version of a Latin text, undergraduates are ehgible.
commissioned immediately upon sequent nee~ for officers, stu- Lloyd Lill, Walter Brusch and was years ago discarded as an - - - - - - - - - - - - graduation. Graduates who are dents of the class of 1955 must Bob Manley will represent XU accepted form of teaching Latin. "pony" not only legal, but renot so commissioned will be is- understand that they may or may against opponents from Mount According to Dr. Latimer it is quired in his new course. He says
suetl a certificate of completion, not be commissioned. If not com- St. Joseph and Our Lady of Cin- now commonly considered "ques- that most Latin teachers today
whieh will normally entitle them missioned they will, however, re- cinnati. John Grupenhoff, region- tionable" or even akin to "cheat- require students to spend hours
to appointment as reserve of- ceive a certification of comple- al NFCCS forensics chairman, is ing" to use the pony.
looking up words in dictionaries,
ficers after they have fulfilled tion of their ROTC course.
in charge of the tournament.
Dr. Latimer now makes the leaving little time for reading.
their National service obliration - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of two years activ.e duty, in other
than commissioned status.
It is apparently the above provision which is making it difficult for many Xavier students to
make their decisions with regard
to ROTC. I am therefore pleased
to have the opportunity to explain to you, with assurance that
it will reach them through the
Xavier News, the thinking behind this policy.
A Matter of Justice
It must be remembered that
while the class of 19:53 was enrolled in ROTC and deferred
from induction, 1,557,000 other
young men were called into mil·
itary service, and since the selective service calls are expected to
continue,. others will face induction while the deferred ROTC
students of succeeding clas!es are
completing their traininr and
education.
It must also be recalled that
the Congress, in the Selective
Service Law, declared that the
obliiation of serving in the armed
forces should be shared generally, in accordance with a system
of selection which is fair and
just. To commission all ROTC
graduates and thus entitle some
to enjoy further deferment in an
inactive reserve status, since only
limited numbers can be placed
01·
on duty, would be grossly unfair,
and contrary to the intent of the
law.
Government's Choice
There were essentially two
possible courses to follow; (1) to
reduce the size of the ROTC enA-Ciro's Perfume Originals . . . five fa- ·
ver-toned metal or all gold-toned metal
rollment, or (2) maintain the
mous fragrances in one package to use as
cases that look so very expensive.--.-1.95
present enrollment subject to
one gift or five individual ones. It contains
D-A beautifully packaged fragrance set
conditions explained above. The
tiny bottles of "Acclaim", "Surrender",

GWU Prof Revives
Old 'P
' Me th d

0

Fragrant gift ideas f

her Chris.tma.s •••

From Toiletries

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubben
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

Claef~\~l
~:..'i:!u~'1~\

"New Horizon," "Danger" and "Reflex5.00*
ions". A 10.00 value
8-A charming purse kit and compact set
packaged together in a clear lucite gift
box. A gay and practical gift for under the
tree. Both for
1.00 9
C-Compacts are perfect for Christmas
remembrances. These are inner door styles
with square or round coses. In gold or silTOILETRIES

e

of Perfume by Suzanne. Twin bottles of
cologne and perfume in fragrances "Secret
de Suzanne" and "Tout de Suite". A spe2.49°
cial price
E-Mary Sherman sachet pillows . . . 3
tiny white rayon-satin pillows delicately
scented in one of four fragrances. Attr::ictively packaged in a gay green and gold
box
1.00~
•Puls 20% Fed. tax

STREET FLOOR

Mahley

&

tarew

I
I
----------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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The Night Side of The News Neiv

·EC SOCia
. I Clu b SeeI{S New Members,·
• t mas party• Dance set Dec. 20
Chr1s

By Dorolliy Trageser
Once again the EC Social Club is opening a drive .for
nvenile P1·oblems
more students interested in social activities. With a full
schedule of activities in the process of being planned, the Cited By Attorney
Club is open for suggestions and assistance. New members Berating the continued rise of
will be welcomed at the next meeting of the Social Club juvenile delinquency in this

J

which will be Tuesday, Dec. 8, at
7:45 in Rm. 5 of the Evening Col- lege.
-------------At this meeting, final arrange~
~nents
be made for the com•
•
mg Chnstmas Party and Dance
to be held Sunday evening, Dec.
XUEC's alumni group, Kappa 20•. in the EC fourth floor au~iSigma Mu, is in the process of re- tonum.
As has .been done in
organization after several years past ye~rs, the proceeds of the
of inactivity. Three meetings dance "'.ill be used for a part~ ~or
have been held to date at which tsheh children at Holy Tnmty
the groundwork has been laid c oo 1.
for the re-activation of the group.
Don Hartman, chairman, has
Kasimu, as the organization is arranged for Otto Juergens Orpopularly called, offers member- chestra to provide music from 9
ship to any two-year Evening 'til 12. The appearance of Santa
College students, and anyone Claus, and Christmas caroling by
eligible is urged to join. New the entire group will be features
of the dance. Admission will be
memb,ers wi~ be w;lcome~.a~ t~e 50¢ and a 50¢ toy for the Holy
groupsfornex
mee Dec.
mg w
ic 8:00
is T nm
· ·tY ch'ld
. slated
Friday,
4 at
l
ren.
at the Evening College.
The club's first venture will be
a semi-formal dance to be held
shortly after Easter. Because of
their present lack of funds, anyone interested in coming to the
dance is asked to co-operate with
the group in this way: Reservations for the dance can be made
as soon as possible with Walter
Behler, or at the. EC office. Tickets will be $5.00 per couple, and
the payment is to accompany the
reservations.
After most of the reservations
have been received ancl theaance ...
committee can anticipate approximately how many expect to
attend, a ballroom will be rented
to accomodate the group.
EC students on the Kasimu reorganization committee are: Walter Behler, Frances Berns, Al
Boex, Charlie Boyle, John Busse,
Bob Duffy,· Mary Fahey, Ralph
Gau, Bill Giblin, George Junker,
Ed McGee, Howard Ortman, Joe
Sanker and Jim Sicilano.

Nile School Grads
Plan Re·act1vat1on

w:m

country, Attorney W. Foss Hopkins in his talk before a packed
auditorium at the Xavier Evening College, Tuesday, Nov. 24,
insisted that parents should "not
try to teach children the difference between right and wrongthey must make them feet the
difference." That is to say, by observing the correct example of
his parents, the child's conscience
instinctively gives him that "feeling" that he is doing right or
wrong.
In addition to his point on
juvenile delinquency, Mr. Hopkins related some of his experiences in connection with his enviable record as a defense counsel.
In h'is ic1osmg
·
remar k s, M r1.

Seniors and graduates from
more than 100 colleges and universities, many of them schools
outside of New York State, are
expected to compete in January
in New ~ark's seven:h ?nnual
college ·senes of cxammat10ns.
About 50~ entra~ce ca.reers in
15 occupational fields m New
York State governn:ient .service
tar: expected to be filled m 1954
hrnugh the ~est~.
.
The exa~mation~ fo~· engmeers .or arc~1~ects, .llbr?rians, and
pubhc a~m1m~trahon interns are
open nation-wide. The other tests
are open only to legal residents
of New York State, including
State residents who are attending
college outside the State.
Applications for the examinations will be accepted by the New
York State Department of Civil
Service, State Office Building,
Albany, N. Y., up to Dec. 11. DeHopkins expressed his firm conviction of the need for proper
defense of the individual: "I am
a criminal lawyer," he declared,
"because I want to be. So long
as I can raise my voice, I will
raise it 1'n defense of people."

tails concerning the tests are
available at the Placement Office,
or may be obtained by writing
the Civil Service Department.
Written tests will be held January 16, 1954. Arrangements may
be made to hold them at or near
out-of-State colleges, if students
request it in their applications.
Seniors and graduates may compete for jobs in the fields of engineering or architecture, biology,
chemistry, mathematics, economics, statistics, library science, law,
psychology, journalism, physic.v,
and administration.

German Club Meets Wed.
The Heidelberg Club will hold
its third meeting of the year on
Wednesday, Dec. 9. It will be held
at the Catholic Kolping House on
Republlc St. at 8: 00.
Final arrangements for the
dance on Dec. 11 will be made at
the meeting, Also, plans will be
made for the Christmas Party.
The first part of the meeting will
be conducted in German according to a new policy of the Heidelbergers. Non-members are also
welcome to attend .

LATEST COLLEGE
SURVEY SHOWS
Last year a survey of leading colleges
throughout the country showed that
smokers in those colleges preferred
Luckies to any other cigarette.
This year another nation-wide survey
- based on thousands of actual student
interviews, and representative of all
students in regular colleges-shows that
Luckies lead again over all brands, regular or king size ... and by a wide margin!
The No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better.
Smoking enjoyment is all a matter of
taste, and the fact of the matter is Luckies
~better-for 2 reasons. L.S./M.F.T.
-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And
Luckies are made better to taste better.
So, Be Happy-Go Lucky!

First Campus Day
Scheduled Dec. 13
On .Sunday, Dec. 13, the Xavier
' campus will put out the welcome
mat for a large gathering of
Greater Cincinnati high school
senior boys and their parents,
participants in the first annual
XU Campus Day.
A pre-college guidance clinic
is the feature of the new plan
being directed by Rev. Edward
J. O'Brien, S.J., assistant director
of admissions. The Armory will
be the scene of the main acticity
from 2: 00 to 4: 00 Sunday afternoon, but othei.· areas and departments of the university will be
open for inspection.
Posters are now being distributed throughout the local high
schools announcing the event.

y ork State Examinations
To Open Jobs To College Men
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Obiter Dicta
(Continued from Page 2)
then I'm off to get that red checkered job with the feathers.
Before leaving this pill pusher
it seemed to be a good idea to
find out how to cure this cold
now that I know how to prevent
the next one. Here comes the
fatal blow. Nose spray, cough
medicine, vitamins-all of these
were prescribed and taken plain.
The advice went down with a
ton and a half of salt. "The best
way to cure a cold is to get lots
of sleep and drink gallons of
liquid-like water."

Where's your lingle?
It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
-and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. 0.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

CIGARETTES

©A. T.Co.
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTU•s• 01' CIOARsnu
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Wagner Selections
Dr. Hailstones Answers 'Yes' To· Possible. Recession Planned
For Wed.
Can we fall from our present high level of prosperity?
"Definitely yes," says Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Chairman of
the Department of Economics & Business at Xavier. "We
should not be lulled into a false sense of economic stability.
In the immediate future it is going to require a little more
effort on the part of business and
individuals to maintain our present level of prosperity. We must
keep in mind that it is not enough
to maintain the existing high level of output, but we must con--------------

Prof's Opinion Published
An article entitled "Are We
Due for Another Depression?"
by Dr. Hailstones appeared in t~e
November issue of The Social
Studies magazine.
tinually increase it if we are
going to prevent unemployment
from arising."
Dr. Hailstones gives two reasons for this. Said he, "First, we
add to our labor force more than
one-half million members per
year. This means we must produce more if we are going to have
jobs for these new members." The
second reason as presented by
Dr. Hailstones was that "the productivity of our labor force increases about two percent per
year: Because of this productivi-

-------------ty factor the same level of output can be produced with fewer
and fewer men as the years pass,
and unemployment will result
unless, of course, labor is compensated with a reduction in
hours. Thus, if we merely try to
maintain a certain level of output instead of increasing it we
have two forces tending toward
unemployment."
In the elaboration of his theme,
Dr. Hailstones pointed out that defense production engendered by
the Korean "police action" has
bolstered our economy, and in
the first half of 1953, defense
spending accounted for one-sixth
of the National Income. With the
Korean truce and its consequent
reduction in defense spending,
the consumer and business market will have to provide production increase if employment is to
remain at the same high level.
However, whether or not consumer and business markets will
increase spending and investment
sufficiently to continue full em-

Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones
ployment remains to be seen.
With reference to the role of
consumers and business in the
maintenence of high level of employment, Dr. Hailstones indicated that any serious stop-gap
efforts to combat the slack or
stop in defense spending would
be a difficult assignment for business and consumer. Despite the
fact that these two private components were able to take up the
slack in a short time following

World War II, there is reason to I
.
.
.
believe that this would not hap-I The Xavier Fme Arts Comm1tpen today. In explanation, Dr. tee will p7esent an all-Wagnerian
Hailstones said, "Today holding 1 program m the Dorothy Albers
of liquid assets are less, total pri- Fine Arts Room next Wednesday.
vate debt is much higher, there The following s e 1 e ct ions are
is no pent-up demand for con- scheduled:
sumers good, productive capaci- 1:30 p. m. Tannhauser: Song to
ties are not in the need of exEvening Star
pansion as they were after World
Lohengrin: Prelude
War II, and there is an absence
Sigfried ldyH
·
of the large foreign demand we
Die Walkure: Ride of
had immediately after the last
the Valkyries
war."
Die Gotterdamerung:
In conclusion, Dr. Hailstones exBrunnehilde's Impressed his opinion that curtailmolation Scene
ment of defense spending should 2 :30 p. m. Tristan and Isolde:
be gradual or as an alternative,
Liebestod
that once defense production has
Parsifal: Processional
been reduced within safe limits
of the Knights of
for national security, government
the Holy Grail
expenditures in improving public
facilities (in education, commerce
and medicine among others)
could be substituted for the de- Xavier Statue Located!
fense production. Said Dr. Hail- Went 300 Miles Too Far
stones, "This would permit a
Our long awaited and long
tapering off of government spend- overdue statue of Saint Francis
ing and give business an oppor- Xavier will soon be gracing
tunity to gradually increase in- O'Brien terrace.
It has been
vestment and consumers to in- located in Chicago, after seemcrease expenditures in order to ingly overshooting its destination
offset the decline in government by several hundred miles. As of
spending, and at the same time it early this week it was reported
would fillfill some of our basic to be on a truck bound for Cin- ·
public needs in the economy.
cinnati.

YOUNG AMERICA GOES

CHESTERFIELD
'OR THE ,,,,,,STRAIGHT YEAR

CHESTERFIELD
IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES •••
by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
more than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
fifth straight year Chesterfield is the
college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF HIGHEST QUALITY- LOW NICOTINE
Change to Chesterfield today - get
smoking pleasure all the way!

